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Dear members, 

This Term has flown past! So many new and 
familiar courses to enjoy, so many new and familiar 
members to talk to, how good is it to be back in the 
classroom?! Judging by high attendance rates and 
the buzzing ‘vibe’ it’s very good indeed. A few 
tutors have continued on Zoom, including the ever-
popular Tuesday Talks, and the mix of online and 
face to face seems to be working well for everyone. 

This Newsletter reflects that ‘vibe’ – full of happy, 
inspiring reports from new courses, excursions, and 
activities, starting with the inaugural Members 
Picnic in the Park (see report below), and including 
two special events: NU3A at the NSW Seniors 
Festival and the launch of the U3A Writers 
Collective book as part of the Newcastle Writers 
Festival, reflecting the energy and creativity of our 
‘ageing’ demographic. 

COVID is still a worrying presence, and many 
members are opting to continue to wear a mask in 
the more densely populated NU3A venues. It is 
now a common experience to have a friend or 
family member test positive, and the wisdom of 
our age group is apparent in the small number of 
older people, including our members, who have 
been directly affected. Let’s keep it that way! 

I hope to see you at the AGM on Thursday, 7 April 
at Hamilton North Bowling Club – and lunch 
afterwards. 

Best wishes for a safe and happy mid-semester 
break, and return to classes from Monday 2 May. 

Jenny Williams, President 

NU3A AT THE NSW SENIORS FESTIVAL 

On the initiative of 

NU3A tutor, Lynn 

Flanagan, we applied 

for and were awarded 

a small grant from the 

NSW Government to 

support the presentation of Lynn’s popular course 

developed for NU3A on Elder Law as part of the 2022 

NSW Seniors Festival. Lynn, a local lawyer and former 

teacher, specialises in the subject. The six sessions were 

open to the public as part of the Festival, as well as 

being offered in the Term 1 NU3A Program. The mix of 

members of the public and of NU3A, were given a clear 

understanding of how the law and courts work in 

relation to wills, challenges to a will, what happens if 

you don’t have a will, what powers of attorney can do 

for you, how they can be abused, and what you can do 

in that case, and other crucial matters that relate to our 

planning for our older years. Lynn was able to include a 

session by 

her 

colleague 

Maz 

McCalman, 

who is a 

member of 

the Guardianship Division of the NSW Civil and 

Administrative Tribunal (NCAT), which deals with issues 

of potential elder abuse. Audience members in each of 

the six talks had many questions answered, and were 

very appreciative of the depth and breadth of essential 

information provided. And, the ‘word’ about U3A was 

spread!   

mailto:newcastleu3a.au@gmail.com
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PICNIC IN THE PARK 
 

Our first activity for 2022 was a 

meet and greet picnic in Lambton 

Park on 3rd February. Despite the 

threat of rain and the presence of 

increasing wind, a good number of 

members attended along with 13 of our talented 

and enthusiastic senior Ukulele class. We were 

entertained with uplifting renditions of a number of 

old favourites, including Dream Lover (Bobby Darrin), 

Blame it on the Bossa Nova (Eydie Gormé) and the 

Beatles’ Eight Days a Week. While the weather was 

far from perfect, it was a very enjoyable time and a 

great opportunity to meet some of our new 

members and catch up with those we know.  

We look forward to catching up at our next picnic in 

the mid-year break. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

EXCURSION REPORTS 

It was great to be able to offer so many excursions 

in Term 1, with a number of new venues including 

those reported below. Sadly, the two big paid 

excursions (Morpeth Cruise and the travelling 

Archibald and Young Archie exhibition at MRAG) 

had to be cancelled at short notice due to the 

appalling weather! Several excursions were heavily 

oversubscribed with long waiting lists, and most of 

these will be rescheduled later in the year to 

accommodate the obvious appetite for them. 

The cancellation of the Morpeth Cruise was a great 

disappointment to all involved, not to mention the 

extra work for the team to manage the myriad of 

notifications to members, payments, and 

reimbursements in the same week as the MRAG 

cancellation – Murphy’s Law at work! We will trial 

having members pay direct to the provider for the 

next paid excursion, along the same lines as the 

Newcastle Theatre Company group, as a way of 

reducing that potential workload. 
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Stockton Foreshore walk to the Breakwater and 
lunch at the General Washington Hotel 
 

We thought we were going to have to miss this 
excursion given the weather forecast was for solid 
rain. But the early morning skies though overcast 
gave us hope with a hint of blue. So armed with 
umbrella, hat, long sleeved shirt and a rain jacket, 
off we went. The weather to our surprise and joy 
just got better and better. We met up at the 
Stockton Wharf, arriving on foot, by car or ferry.  
 

Julie Keating had kindly volunteered to join us for 
40 minutes and gave us a very interesting overview 
of Stockton and its early years, and of landmarks 
across the harbour. It was a great start followed by 
a walk along the foreshore and breakwater. Thank 
you very much Julie, greatly appreciated 
 

 
 

Our leisurely walk included the monument at Pirate 
Point marking the place where the sloop Norfolk, 
commandeered by its convict crew returning to 
Sydney from the Hawkesbury, was heading north 
when a storm struck and foundered in November 
1800.  

 

Continuing along the breakwater we viewed the 

resting place of many other wrecks, including the 

Adolphe, only 2 years old when wrecked in 1904. 

 

There was much chatter along the way and on our 

return to the General Washington Hotel where we 

had a very enjoyable lunch. Members Gary and 

Linda are locals and brought out some treasured 

photos of Stockton. Gary has a lengthy family 

connection with Stockton going back three 

generations to his grandfather.  

This photo taken 

in 1913 shows 

coal ships 

moored at the 

Stockton Wharf.  

 
The 16foot Skiff shown was 
taken in 1950, skippered by 
Gary’s father. It also shows the 
earlier shoreline before the 
reclamation and change of 
shoreline. The General 
Washington Hotel where we 
had lunch is in the background. 
 
The Stockton venture was a 
wonderful opportunity to meet members and 
enjoy a leisurely and interesting walk. We hope to 
do more of the like again soon. 
 
Rosemary O’Neill and Alan West 
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MAYFIELD THE TOORAK OF NEWCASTLE 
 

How lucky were we on our recent walking tour of 
some of Newcastle’s finest residences from the late 
1800’s, in ‘Mayfield: the Toorak of Newcastle‘, with 
Julie Keating?   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As we approached 21 Highfield street, the owner 
invited us in for a closer look at this grand old 
dame.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Thanks to Julie’s passion 
for research past 
histories of treasures 
such as Mayfield House, 
Bella Vista and St 
Andrew’s Anglican 
Church were brought to 
life.  
 
Dale Bray 

COURSE REPORTS 

CROQUET 

A huge thank you to U3A and Christine Pont for 
reviving a 6 week croquet course. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

It was quickly subscribed and 
20 people turned up each 
Wednesday afternoon 
come Hell, Heat or High 
water!  
 
Not only is croquet a 
delightful form of 
exercise that can be 
enjoyed by all ages, but 
it is extremely taxing for 
your brain!  
 
Interestingly, the 
majority of course participants intend to join the 
club at National Park and continue to play socially. 
 
Again thank you Christine and the numerous other 
club members who fronted each week to impart 
their skills and knowledge. 
 
Karen Campbell 
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HHS offers training for first responders in ‘hands 
only’ CPR, with the help of an AED. 
 
What is this all about, what are all these acronyms? 
HHS = Hunter Heart Safe; CPR = Cardiopulmonary 
Resuscitation; AED = Automated External 
Defibrillator, aka ‘a defib’. 
 
A person you know or come across is not 
responding, not breathing. What do you do? 
 
22 NU3A members attended a course (426) 
presented by HHS, a group of committed 
volunteers employed in the medial field, to learn 
about the current training for first responders to a 
person who is not breathing (? heart attack/cardiac 
arrest) until the ambulance paramedics arrive to 
take over. 
 
Not only were we presented with an easy step-by-
step procedure about who to call, how to start 
‘hands only’ CPR and how to spot whether an AED 
was nearby, we each had turns at practising CPR on 
a dummy, with the aid of a ‘training’ AED, in a small 
group with one of the trained volunteers. No more 
mouth-to-mouth resuscitation is required, what a 
relief.  
 
This approx. one hour course certainly gave each of 
us knowledge, practical skills, and confidence in 
knowing how to respond to this scary scenario. 
 
There’s another HHS course (520) for NU3A 
members scheduled for Friday 20 May at 10.30. We 
all hope we won’t be faced with this scenario but 
it’s helpful to know the procedure if we are. 
 
Annette Walker  
Course Clerk 426 
 

Brain Ticklers 

 

I took part in Brain Ticklers this year for the first 

time and found it to be good fun.  The best part 

was meeting and interacting with people whom I 

hadn’t met before.  The tasks that are set for 

completion are different each week and can be 

completed in consultation with the other people 

sitting at your table or you can work on your own if 

you choose. 

Numerous skills are tested and of course, one is 

better at some tasks than others.  I enjoyed 

particularly the questions relating to numbers and 

general knowledge and also enjoyed some of the 

word puzzles.  Other word puzzles were particularly 

suited to people who use the right side of their 

brain and are more creative.  Some tasks 

represented a pretty solid challenge. 

Some weeks were better than others but each 

week was good and the sense of achievement at 

having completed the worksheets was great.  

Highly recommended.  

Anne and Dale 
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Guided Writing 
 
Guided writing? Who needs it these days? Just sit in front of the screen, hit the keyboard, and auto-
correct, spellcheck, and Google Thesaurus will do the rest for you (note the use of the Oxford comma 
there).* 
 
Well, no. Computer generated items are to good writing as McDonald's is to fine food. So, I would 
strongly recommend anyone who is interested in good writing join up for a semester of Dee Lange’s 
Guided Writing class. 
 
The course involves having a discussion, each week, about various aspects of writing, then going 
home to do a writing exercise based on a theme which has been canvassed in class. So far this 
semester we have progressed from writing a short item as the body of an email to letters to the editor 
to stories concentrating on description, on character, on dialogue and on different characters’ points of 
view. 
 
In one enjoyable session we looked 
at Henry Lawson’s “The Drover’s 
Wife”, discussing his use of language, 
his characters and his themes (I was 
the only participant who expressed 
sympathy for the snake). One group 
member was so enthused he drew a 
wonderful cartoon to go with it. 
 

 
 
Course members, when asked for 
anonymous comments about the 
class were all extremely positive 
saying it is: challenging but satisfying; 
it takes us out of our comfort zone 
and leads us to develop our skills; 
Dee provides stimuli for writing tasks 
and this makes her students get on 
with the job and not muck about; it is 
interesting, stimulating, inspirational. The only disappointment appears to be that the course is not 
ongoing after the end of the semester, but we’re discussing meeting up once a month to continue our 
writing endeavours.  
 
All agreed that we highly recommend it to anyone who is interested in improving their writing skills, as 
well as meeting other people who share their literary interests. 
 
Terry Baker 
Course Clerk. 
 
* Want to know what the Oxford comma is? Join the Guided Writing class to find out.     
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SCEPTICISM AND MORAL TRUTH (222) 

Well…. If you want a mind-expanding course, this 

2-session presentation by Bob Colomb, on 

Scepticism and Moral Truth (222), is packed with 

information about how the philosophers from 

Ancient Greek times to the modern day have 

grappled with these issues. 

Unfortunately, I was unable to attend the second 

session. However, the tutor kindly uploaded his 

complete presentation to the NU3A cloud-based 

storage ‘box.com’. There is so much to absorb and 

consider from this short course. Luckily, the notes 

are there to revisit.  

Thanks, Bob C. 

Annette Walker 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 

INAUGURAL SINGLES DINNER AND DISCUSSION 

The first dinner on April 1 at Wests City was 
affected by horrid weather, with many proposed 
attendees electing for a warmer and drier Friday 
dinner at home. The result, however, was that the 
five who did attend enjoyed 3 hours of excellent 
conversation, with many fascinating tales of their 
divergent life histories.  
  
The opening topic for discussion, Where Were You 
in 1975, saw each living in disparate communities, 
albeit three shared similar occupations. By 
evening’s end, a legion of personal stories, 
comparisons of how life was 50 years ago, current 
affairs, politics, migrants, indigenous affairs, etc., 
were all discussed. It was a thoroughly enjoyable 
evening, and because the gathering was relatively 
small all were able to equally contribute to the 
discussion. 
  
The second dinner will be held on May 6 at 5pm 
(for 5.30pm), again at Wests City (NEX), corner of 
Union and King Streets, Newcastle. The topic will 
be “What Was Your First Job” for those 
comfortable to contribute with a one minute 
answer. 
  
Anyone interested should SMS  

Maree on 0431 730 066 by May 2. 
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MEN’S BREAKFAST – MARCH 

 

It was a happy Men’s 

Breakfast resuming 

face-to-face in March 

at the Carrington 

Bowling Club Diner.  

 

There were smiles all round despite the early start 

to the day for some. Roland Bannister was elected 

unopposed as our leader. Thank you, Roland for 

taking this role on. 

 

The highlight of the morning was Mansell Williams 

talk on the dangers of working in gaseous coal 

mines with candles, resulting in methane 

explosions and many deaths.  

 

We learnt that the safety measures were very 

unsafe by any standards and a worker paid a few 

extra shillings would go ahead of the crew with a lit 

candle as the guinea pig. The survival rate for these 

poor chaps or lasses was poor. Providing a candle 

on the end of a long pole was of little advantage.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It wasn’t until the invention of the Safety Lamp in 

1815 by Sir Humphry Davy that the situation was 

improved. The lamp was expensive when 

compared to candles and their introduction may 

have been resisted. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

With these lamps it became possible with some 

training to monitor the changing levels of methane 

and reduce deaths. It is estimated the lamp saved 

many thousands of lives and is still being used 

today 

 

Oxygen levels in underground mines have long 

been an issue monitored by canaries, usually in 

pairs with each bird from a different area. When 

the birds fall from their perch it indicates the 

oxygen level is low and it is time to get out, making 

sure though to bring the canaries.  

 

The birds were greatly valued 

and cared for, after an incident 

they were resuscitated with 

oxygen and allowed a day off to 

recover. The workers may not 

have fared as well. 

 

The Carrington Bowling Club staff were again very 

welcoming and the food and service great. The 

room was set up for us and there was nothing for 

us to do but enjoy breakfast and a chat.  

 

Looking forward to next time - June 3rd. 

 

Alan West 
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U3A at the Newcastle Writers Festival 

In mid-2021, NU3A member Beth Elliott (then Program Coordinator, and past leader of NU3A creative writing group) and 
Laurene Mulcahy (past President of Southlakes U3A and Regional Rep) were struck by the many negative stereotypes at 
an award ceremony supposedly celebrating media representations of older people – our U3A demographic! They 
resolved to address this misrepresentation in a very positive way, and put out a call to U3As across NSW for short stories 
of living, laughing and learning at our age – and the U3A Writers Collective was born. The result is an anthology of some 
70 hilarious, sad, inspirational stories from members of 16 different U3As called “Holy Crap - What ARE They Doing 
Now?”, illustrated with Roy Bisson’s brilliant cartoons. It was appropriately launched as part of this year’s Newcastle 
Writers Festival (NWF) on Sunday 3 April, including on-stage Q&A with six of the contributors and Laurene. Our members 
have lived – and continue  to live – such varied, rich and full lives! A brief account of this very upbeat event from Beth 
follows: 

Co-operation, Collaboration and Celebration 
 
Sunday’s launch of the U3A NSW Writers Collective Anthology “Holy Crap - What ARE They Doing 
Now?”  was a public acknowledgment of the coming together of both the contributors who wrote the 
stories in the book and the committees of 16 Regional NSW U3As who wholeheartedly supported us in 
what seemed at the time, a crazy idea.  The spirit of goodwill that has permeated this whole venture 
right from the beginning has been very special and we want to take this opportunity to sincerely thank 
each and every one for helping to make an idea a reality.  In coming together today, U3A presented a 
united front on which to build a more substantial U3A organisation that is recognisable for the 
contribution it makes to every community it is a part of while still retaining their autonomy - and that is a very powerful 
and exciting concept to work towards.  
 

Laurene Mulcahy welcomed special guests Greg Piper MP, Member for Lake 
Macquarie, Gionni Di Gravio, Archivist UoN, Denis Simond, U3A NSW Network 
President, and Committee representatives and members from six local U3As in 
Hunter and Central Coast. 
 
Unfortunately, due to the tyranny of distance and floods, many of our authors 
could not come. However, we were finally able to meet 14 members of the U3A 
NSW Writers Collective from Newcastle, Lake Macquarie, Eastlakes, Southlakes, 
Maitland and Port Stephens, Wollongong and Wagga which was an absolute joy. 
 

 
Dr Anne Wakatama who launched our book, gave a warm and humorous address 
touching on the negativity accorded to we older demographic and highlighting 
some of the stories in the book… .and I hope that at some point in the future, we 
may be attending the launch of Anne's memoirs - which will certainly be a book to 
look forward to. 

 
 

 
 
To everyone who took the time to attend today, thank you, 
your support is most deeply appreciated,  
 
 

Beth Elliott, Laurene Mulcahy, Roy Bisson and Gary Burrett  

Beth Elliott and Roy Bisson 
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Trivia 
1. Who claimed to float like a butterfly and sting 

like a bee? 
2. Renoir is famous for what style of painting? 
3. How many metric cups are equal to one litre? 
4. Cilantro is more commonly known by what 

name in Australia?  
5. What type of animal is said to have nurtured 

the founders of Rome?  
6. In the rhyme Baa, Baa, Black Sheep who is the 

second bag of wool for?  
7. What was the first vitamin to be discovered 

and named?  
8. What is the English soap opera that became 

the world’s longest running tv show of its type 
in 2010?  

9. Barry Jones won 208 episodes of which quiz 
show between 1960 and 1968?  

10. The principal support for the First Crusade 
came from which country?  

 
 

Trivia answers   


